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In 2008 we welcome even more overseas members
to the Young Magicians Club.
We now have members in Ireland, France, Canada,
Switzerland and Spain, as well as in the US and Australia, which makes us truly international! So… it
would be great to hear from you and about magic
or magicians from your country
I want to also welcome those who joined us in the
great December rush of new members. Some of
you have been performing magic for a couple of
years before wanting to join our club. Many of you
will just be starting out – using Marvin’s Magic
tricks or those from
Fantasma as a springboard into our fascinating
world of props, card tricks and sleight of hand. This
issue we have tricks galore for you, covering all
levels of knowledge from the very basic to the more advanced – we even have some for
those who like to make their own apparatus! I hope you enjoy these – do email and let
me know.
Remember, when you are starting to learn new skills, that reading books is a better way
than watching DVDs if you want to be different by just being you! Often I find that those
who learn directly from DVDs have given no thought to their performance or presentation
so that they look and sound just like the well-known magician whose work they are,
basically, copying from the screen! They have left no room to develop their own style, presentations and personality and these are the things that make you the most important
part of the magic. That’s what people want to see – YOU!
In the last issue I talked about treating your spectators well and with kindness – however
in this magazine Tiim Shoesmith gets to grips with the spectator who wants to ruin your
act. His views are well worth a read – his ideas could some day get you out of a sticky situation!
Don’t forget to send me your ideas for ‘Secrets’ and any articles or stories will certainly be
published. I’m always interested in your views on magic shows you have seen, particularly
live ones. So get writing! Don’t worry about your written English – we can tidy that up
here at the ‘Secrets’ office. So what are you waiting for?
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Past YMC webmaster, Gordon Drayson, achieved the
almost impossible recently by balloon
modelling on radio!
Lisa Tarbuck, filling in for Steve Wright In The
Afternoon on BBC Radio 2, persuaded her
listeners to suspend belief as she was taught the visual art
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page 22 • sudoku solution • ali bongo December puzzle
members may have restricted use of web sites like ours when
you are supposed to be working for GCSEs and A-Levels but
I’m sure the younger members have plenty
to say for themselves so get chatting. We
now have members in the US, France,
Germany and Australia so this could be quite
a cosmopolitan chat area – if you’d only get
going!

Lisa Tarbuck & Gordon Drayson
of balloon twisting by Gordon in a live segment of the
show. With much mirth from Lisa, he managed to teach
her how to make a simple balloon dog,
The self styled “balloonatic’ was invited onto the programme as founder of the website:
www.BalloonTwisting.co.uk, which allows
balloon twisters from around the world to swap tips and
advice on balloon twisting.

GOT YOUR
PRESENT YET?

During his interview, Gordon presented Lisa with a bouquet of balloon flowers which Liza remarked, on air, were
“the size of her upper torso”!

FORGETTING THE
FORUM?
On visiting the members’ area recently I noticed that very
few of you are posting these days.
Remember all members, that’s 500 of you, are welcome to
sit and chat on line swapping news, reviews and magical
ideas whenever you want. I know some of you older

Some of you seem to have forgotten to send off the form for
your FREE copy of the hardbacked book on the life of David
Devant, the first president of The Magic Circle. It’s an excellent gift, from YMC and Magic Books by Post, and you need
to apply as soon as possible before they run out! If you have
lost your form then send a slip of paper with your name,
address and YMC membership number to Magic Books By
Post Ltd, 103 Fleetgate, Barton on Humber,
North Lincolnshire DN18 5QE
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Ian Keable

COMPETITION TIME!
I bet none of you even noticed that there was no competition
in the last magazine. This was an attempt to see if you would
email me and tell me – but you didn’t!
Anyway this time we have a
great prize for you – incredible inventor Angleo Carbone’s highly acclaimed trick
‘Oblivion’. However before it
was called that it was called
‘Humbug’ and the version I
have to give away is one of
those in the original packaging which will make it a collector’s item in the future.
All you have to do, in order
to win this prize, is to email
or write to me and tell me
which company Angelo has invented tricks for in the past. I
can certainly name two – so either will do. All entries in by
29th February please - just because there is a 29th February
this year!

Rotherham Arts Centre, Rotherham, Yorks Box Office:
01709 823 Thursday 13th March 2008
The Studio, Hartlepool, Cleveland Box Office:
01429 424 440 Friday, 14th March 2008
Helmsley Arts Centre, Helmsley, Yorks Box Office:
01439 771 700 Saturday 15th March 2008

Coming to a Stage
Near You!

The Flavel, Dartmouth, Devon Box Office:
01803 839 530 Saturday 22nd March 2008

For people who say they never get to see any live magic, don’t
miss Ian Keable who is touring his highly acclaimed show
around the country. Laughter and astonishment go hand in
hand as Ian hilariously tells how he made the transition from
accountant to magical comedian (or from ledger to legerdemain!), climaxing in his award winning act. He will be playing
at:

The Phoenix Theatre, Bordon, Hampshire Box Office:
01420 472 664 Friday 28th March 2008
Quay Theatre, Sudbury, Suffolk Box Office: 01787 374 745
Saturday 29th March

The Studio, Lichfield Garrick, Lichfield, Staffs, Box Office:
01543 412 121
Wednesday, 20th Feb, 2008

Workshop Dates 2008

Horsebridge Community Centre, Kent Box Office:
01227 281 174 Friday, 22nd Feb 2008
The Hawth (Studio), Crawley, Sussex Saturday,
23rd Feb, 2008
Miller Centre, Caterham, Surrey Box Office: 01883 349 850
Wednesday, 5th March 2008
Regis Centre, Bognor Regis, West Sussex Box Office: 01243
861 010 7th March 2008

JANUARY 26
FEBRUARY 16
MARCH 15
APRIL 19
MAY 17
JUNE 14
JULY 19
SEPTEMBER 6
OCTOBER 19 (Sunday J-Day)
NOVEMBER 15
Workshop fee £5.00

Abbey Theatre Studio, St Albans, Herts Box Office: 01727 857
8th March 2008
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As always workshops will run from
11 am - 4 pm and will be held at The Magic
Circle HQ (address on pages three and five).
Please be sure to bring a packed lunch
(drinks and crisps will be provided free), a
deck of cards, notebook and a pen as
minimum requirements for the day.
Please register in advance each time Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk

Don’t Assume They Know –
SHOW Business
Magical and mental performers often fall into this trap. We
know our prop or method, how it works and how it does not
work. We then unwisely assume that the audience knows
these things as well.
Perhaps you are doing a sucker vanishing rabbit trick. You
spin the top and hand it off to your assistant. You think to
yourself that the hard part is finished now. The audience will
see the tissue paper inside the box and think it is the rabbit.
You know you have them thinking that way! So you triumphantly surprise the audience by pulling out the paper
from the tear- apart box. You do so with great flair and
showmanship. But the applause is mediocre and there are
laughs in the audience too. You wonder how this can be. The
rabbit is long gone. The hard part is done. What could the
audience possibly know? You sheepishly go on to your next
trick since you seem to have a “bad audience.”
What really happened? You forgot to tear apart the tearapart box. You know for a fact that the box is empty, so the
big surprise you think is the paper coming out. But the audience assumes the rabbit is under the paper, still in the box.
You might think that is ridiculous because the rabbit is not in
there. But the audience doesn’t know that – only you do!

AS IF: Act Nervous and You Are
You can be ready to jump out of your skin but, if the audience cannot see your nervousness, they think you are calm. If
your hands are shaking before you perform, shake them
wildly before going out to your audience. Exaggerate the
issue for yourself. Keep shaking them as if you are so nervous
your hands will wiggle themselves right off your arms as you
shake them wildly. Soon you, the nervousness - and your
hands - will get tired and, when you stop shaking them purposely, they will relax. They will want to rest and so they will.
If your whole body is shaking do the same thing with your
whole body. Who cares what it looks like when no one is
watching? Even if crew members or performers backstage
see you it is far better than an audience seeing you shake.
Everyone has their own warm-up routines before they walk
on. Performers will assume such wild movement is how you
get yourself excited to perform. They do not need to know it
is how you stop from showing your nerves on stage.
Act like you have a problem and, to the audience, you do
have a problem. Act as if what just happened on stage is
meant to have happened and the audience will accept that
you intended on such action. Act ‘AS IF’ – act the way you
want an audience to think of you and they are more likely to
think of you in that way. If you act ‘AS IF’ fumbles, or
trouble, were meant to take place then the audience will
likely believe this is all part of the act.

Think of it this way: it’s called SHOW business. You must
SHOW EVERYTHING as much as you can. Never assume the
audience knows the facts. Assume they never know the facts
other than what you let them see. If the box had been taken
apart, then the audience would have seen the paper and
thought it was a rabbit. This is something that you would
have learned after watching yourself in rehearsals, rather
than practising the moves a few times.
Perhaps you put coins into a change bag and then the coins
came out as a necklace of coins. The audience applauds
mildly and laughs. Later you realize that you forgot to show
the bag empty before and after. From the audience point of
view the coins and necklace were always in the bag.
Mentalists do this too. They assume people think that a Peek
or Himber wallet is a normal thing. It’s normal to mentalists
but not so much to most people. We might know that something is really coming out of the prediction envelope or box
but, unless we take pains to show this is the case, the audience might assume you palmed it in. We know you cannot
see through a metal blindfold but audiences don’t know
what to make of a metal blindfold. It’s not something they
can make too many assumptions about until you let them see
it. You might think mentalists don’t do sleight of hand but
never assume that audiences believe in such purism! SHOW
what you want them to KNOW.
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Your Eyes Are At A Different Angle
from Your Audience
Underneath, above, to one side or another, you are not looking at the same thing your audience sees. This is why the old
admonition was to practice in front of a mirror or, these days,
in front of a camera. Set up a camera or two at different angles, one higher and one lower than your eye level. If you do
not have a camera set up a few mirrors if you can find them
and put them at various heights and positions in front of you.
Cameras don’t blink, which is helpful, but you can use mirrors
as long as you remind yourself not to squint or blink each
time you do a move. You might blink or squint unconsciously,
when you do something you are concerned about, so that
when you look in the mirror the move or gimmick looks fine

to you. But if you blink or squint you are missing the reason
for having such mirrors. Mirrors are set up when you practise
(never during performance of course) so that you may try
and catch yourself.
When you practise it might look fine to you but you are
watching from a view few audience members would ever
have. Few spectators stand on the stage with you, right
where you are, when you perform. That’s why you need mirrors or cameras, when you are rehearsing, to catch your mistakes. When you actually rehearse you might want to have
friends or peers over to help spot things that the audience

will see and you cannot.
It’s frightening to me how many well-known performers flash
gimmicks and look entirely unnatural when they perform. I
assume they don’t watch video of themselves - or even look
in the mirror without blinking. Many issues are so easy to
solve if one would only try and catch oneself before getting
in front of an audience, rather than during or after a show.

Don’t Start From The Top Each Time
You Mess Up In Rehearsal
This is because in real life, in front of an audience of any size
from one to a thousand, you can’t stop and begin again. If
each time you mess up you start the trick again, from the
start, you may never get to the end of the trick. You will learn
how to perform the start,
and will have memorized
all the beginning lines perfectly, as these you will repeat many times. But you
might seldom get to the
rest if you keep practising
the routine over from the
beginning when you mess
up.
Instead, practise by trying
to keep going even when
you make mistakes. This
will get you to practise
more than merely the first
parts of an effect or routine. It will also teach you,
in rehearsal, to keep moving along no matter what
happens. This will come in
handy when you actually
perform. You will be in
the habit of moving along
even when things go
wrong or you miss a
move. You will be so used
to adjusting and moving right along in rehearsal that, when
real problems happen on stage, you will have less fear. Instead of stopping, and being stuck on stage, you will continue along like in rehearsals. The audience will be none the
wiser as you do not stop and act confused. If they don’t
know you made a mistake you didn’t make a mistake.
At least as far as they are concerned!
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HOSPITAL MAGIC
WHERE TO BECOME A
BETTER MAGICIAN –
AND A BETTER PERSON TOO

hone your magic, people, presentation, handling, routining,
speaking, personality and so many other skills? The answer is
in a hospital. One of the purposes of this brief article is to
introduce you to what you need to know about this excellent
area to boost your magic and you as a person too. I hope to
give you enough information to decide if this avenue is for
you.
I have performed in hospitals nearly everyday for the past
thirteen years when I was not on stage performing for
children and families - and I still do!
In the USA there are basically two types of hospitals that
would be of help to a young magician - a General Hospital
and/or a Rehabilitation Hospital. You can also have either
one of these types, by the way, for pediatric patients only,
pediatric meaning children, of course.
General hospitals are similar to the ones over here in the UK
with an A & E department, operating theatres, intensive care
units and so on. The patients could be young ones in the
children's ward or new mothers who have just given birth;
from cancer patients to people with broken bones or medical
problems.
Rehabilitation means a place where people have therapy to
help them regain mobility or learn how to function in a more
normal manner in their daily lives. Sometimes a rehabilitation
hospital may have chronically ill patients, people who have
on-going health issues, such as someone who cannot breathe
without the aid of a special machine, or they may have some
paralysis or other challenges in their lives.

There is a saying that applies to many things in life which
goes "To become better you have to have a place to be bad."
The purpose of this article is not only to share with you
where I feel that greatest place is for a magician but that it
may well make you a far better person in this world too!
What do I mean - from one magician to another? Simply this:
we all know how boring we are to our friends and family
when we once again say "Come on, just pick a card, this is a
really neat trick, you're gonna love it." This does not truly give
you practice in a real world setting either and being a pain in
the neck magician who pesters his family and friends is not
the way to grow in magic.
So where can you find the best place to practise? A place to

Hospitals have limitations as to what age people can volunteer to visit patients. You will need to contact the hospital
and ask for the volunteer department to learn about such opportunities. You need to decide whether what you wish to
offer is good for senior citizens, children or falls somewhere
in between.
My message to you is this: a hospital is not summer camp, a
place for fun and games. Keep in mind that you must have
permission from someone before you can approach anyone
to perform close up magic or even enter anyone's room uninvited. Sometimes a children's ward or hospital will have a play
specialist who will happily meet with you to describe how you
can help their patients and that is a great learning opportunity for you.
What kind of magic is good in a hospital setting?
Close up, stage, platform or parlor magic - just about everything, really. If you are volunteering then you can decide. I
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Michael Tulkoff
even did some closed circuit
in-house television performing
for kids who could not come
to the playroom where I had
smaller live audiences. Other
areas could be waiting rooms
where there could be 50 or
more people watching you. In
other more intimate, one to
one, settings you can have
classic in-their-hands magic
(however be sure and clean
those props before anyone
else outside touches them!
Put them in a plastic bag after
the patient has handled them
so you can keep them separated. Clean them with alcohol or a hospital anti-germ
cleaner BEFORE you or anyone else handles them.)
When you interact with folks
you are not always just working with patients. There will
be staff and family and
friends of the patients too so
there is ample opportunity to
really try out new routines
and polish existing ones.
Becoming a better person is
nearly assured if you care
about the people you meet.
Just recently I was doing
some magic with balloons
(that is another topic – find
out if latex is allowed in your
chosen hospitals as it is sometimes banned due to allergy
and/or choking concerns). I
was performing for a beautiful little girl who was less than
three years old. She was in
isolation in the intensive care
unit and was very, very scared. Her painful treatments had
just ended and she was heaving in pain. She had been
burned very severely over the majority of her body and we
weren’t sure if she would even survive. Despite this situation
her mother and the head nurse asked me to put on a face
mask and enter her cubicle to try and distract her, to get her
mind off her pain. She soon began to smile and her eyes
opened wider whilst her mother cried quietly because she

had not expected to see her child smiling again quite so
soon.
Your magic can touch lives and do a tremendous amount of
good – don’t ever forget to use it wisely!
Michael Tulkoff, Past Assembly President, The Kellar-Thurston
Assembly No.6, Society of American Magicians
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SP E C I A L P U L L - O U T S E C T I O N
TWO SIMPLE FORCES
A way of making a spectator take a chosen card
without realising

Time and time again, during workshops, I’m asked to explain
how to force a card. Often those asking are absolute
beginners who really don’t know any methods at all. I
realise, of course, that there are many of you reading this
magazine who also need to learn some simple ways to force
a card – so here are two you can use without worrying
about being found out by your friends!

THE TEN-TO-TWENTY FORCE
The card you want to force should be remembered by you
and secretly placed in the tenth place from the top of a
face-down deck. Alternatively you can secretly count down
ten cards and remember the one in that position. You ask a
spectator to name a number between eleven and twenty
and to deal that number of cards onto the table. If we
imagine that the number they have chosen is thirteen then
that is the number of cards now in a pile and you ask for
them to be put back on top of the deck. You then say that
for the magic to work in the trick you need to make their
chosen number into a single digit and ask them to add
together the two digits to make one. For example with
thirteen you have 1 + 3 which equals four. You ask for the
top four cards to be removed from the top of the deck – and
the fourth card will be the one they will look at for the trick
to begin. It’s the one you know as you placed it there earlier
(remember it was the tenth one from the top of the deck in
the very beginning?)

done this remind the spectator that the cards have been cut
and pick up the top half, asking them to take the card on top
of the pile on the table. Due to the time lapse they will think
that this card was originally in the middle and therefore is
unknown to you. Once they have remembered it and replaced it in the deck you can do the trick and no one will
realise how you knew the card all the time!

Now you have learned to force a card you will want to
put this to good use so here is an idea.

MAGIC IN A HEARTBEAT

THE CROSS-CUT FORCE
For this force the card you wish to force should be remembered by you and placed at the top of the face-down deck.
You put the deck down and ask the spectator to take about
half the cards and put them on the table. Noting which half
they have cut, you take the rest of the cards and put them on
top of theirs so that they form a cross shape. Now, and this is
very important, you talk to your spectator to distance them
from what has just happened. You don’t want them to remember which half was originally the top of the deck! You
tell them a little about the trick, not what is going to be the
climax but maybe that in a moment they are going to choose
a card and they will then have to remember it. Sometimes
you will use other props for your trick, such as a notebook
and pen or a hankie, so this is the time to show these and
say that they will be used to help the magic. Once you have

Force the card that you’ve chosen and have it put back
anywhere in the deck which you are holding. Give this to the
spectator and ask for it to be shuffled. Now ask for the cards
to be held face down and dealt face up, one at at time, onto
the table. You explain that you will hold the spectator’s wrist
so that you will be able to tell which card was the chosen one
by the changes in the pulse rate.
Hold the wrist which is holding the deck and watch careful as
the cards are dealt onto the table. Now all you have to do is
act your part when you see the card you forced earlier – you
may wish to wait until you have gone one or two past it and
then declare that you noticed the change a second ago and
ask for the last cards to be picked up one by one. Then you
can announce the right one when it’s reached a second time.
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Ian

ADAIR
1 st Trick
UNDERCOVER CARD
Another nice use of a force to create a minor miracle

EFFECT:
A selected card is returned and shuffled into the pack which
is rested on the table. The empty case is closed and placed
under a handkerchief.
The performer states that the chosen card will magically leave
the pack and make its way into the empty case. The handkerchief is removed, a spectator being asked to pick up the case
and look inside it. When he does, he finds it empty. The card
hasn’t travelled into the case at all.
Discarding the case, the selected card does make its appearance – under the handkerchief.

APPARATUS:

Remove the cards from the case and force your card. Hand
the pack to the spectator and ask for the card to be shuffled
back into the pack so it is lost. Display the empty card case
and casually hand it to another spectator, requesting he or
she to look inside and verify that it is empty. Place the closed
card case under the handkerchief and state that you intend
the chosen card to magically leave the pack and makes its
way into the empty case. Snap your fingers a few times for
effect. Undrape the handkerchief. Slowly and carefully open
the casse. Tip it upside down a few times to prove that it’s
unfortunately empty, meaning that the card hasn’t done as
predicted. Leave the card case on the table and casually cover
it over with the handkerchief again. Pretend that you are very
disappointed and apologise for the error. Then tell your audience that you will try again. The right hand reaches under
the handkerchief to remove the case. In doing so the fingers
release the waxed card from the back of the case, allowing it
to reset on the table surface. All this, of course, is done
under cover of the handkerchief. The removed case is discarded.
All that remains is for you to snap your fingers a few times
and get someone to lift the handkerchief. What do they find?
The chosen card of course!

2 nd Trick
TRAFFIC LIGHT
CARDS

A pack of cards inside its usual cardboard case: Select a case
which has a real card stuck to the rear, this being there to display the design of the backs. Some cases have a printed facsimile which is not so good for our purpose.

An effect using the traffic light colours

A duplicate card: In fact several should you wish to perform
this trick over and over again within the same area.

Three large cards are displayed, each bearing a big bold
coloured spot. The colours are those of the traffic lights –
red, amber and green. The cards have usual back designs.
The performer displays each separately, asking members of
the audience what they represent. Red stands for STOP,
amber means GET READY and green stands for GO. All three
cards are squared up and placed inside a flat box, the lid
being closed.

A clean handkerchief, preferably a man’s size one: Cotton is
less see-through than silk and would be better for this trick.

SET UP:
The duplicate card, eg. the Four of Hearts, should be stuck to
the back of the display card on the case. Use very small dabs

EFFECT:

The performer asks the audience if they have remembered
what the colours stand for. He further finds out by opening
the box and removing the cards one by one after the
audience shout out the meanings of each one. When the last
card is called for the audience shout ‘GO’ the green spot has
vanished leaving a large hole instead!

APPARATUS:
of wax for this purpose. Magician’s wax is available from
magic dealers but beeswax or even candle wax will do. A little spot on two of the corners (on the face of the card) is all
that is required. Once positioned, the card case looks normal
and can be handled by the spectator.

WORKING AND PRESENTATION:

A card box: This is a standard item which most magicians
already own. This is a box which hinges open. It has a separate flap inside which moves from one side to the other with
the aid of a magnet. The box is a utility prop and well worth
having. It will produce, vanish switch or change cards.
Six cards: These should be slightly smaller than the size of the
box so that they fit inside neatly. Using acrylic paints one side
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EFFECT:
You spread six cards out across a table and a spectator is
given a sealed prediction. A second spectator takes an
invisible dice and rolls it across the table calling out the
number it shows! Whatever the number called, the
magician’s prediction is correct.

APPARATUS:
of each of five cards has a spot – two cards have red, two
have amber (orange) and one is green. The reverse side can
be left plain. The sixth card doesn’t have a spot on it; instead
the centre of the card is cut out just as though the spot is
missing.

One red-backed card – the Two of Clubs.
A prediction which says ‘You will choose the red card’ sealed
inside an envelope.

SET UP:
Place the set of cards, with the hole card instead of the
green one, in one side of the box. The other three cards, in
order from red to green, are in the other side. The lid can be
closed or you can leave it open on the ungimmicked cards so
you remember which side you need to begin the trick.

WORKING AND PRESENTATION:
Open the box and remove the three cards. Casually tip the
box so that the audience can see It is empty – but obviously
not too far or the flap will fall.
Display the cards individually. Explain the colours of the traffic
lights and let your audience reveal what the colours mean.
Keep the cards in order, with the green at the rear, and
square them up. Place them inside the box.
Explain that something very strange is going to happen to
one of the colours. As you do so move the box from one
hand to the other, turning it upside down without the audience being aware. Open the box and ask the audience what
the first colour stands for; when they shout ‘STOP’ remove
the red card, showing it on both sides. Ask for the next instruction and after you are told ‘GET READY’ remove the
amber card. Now get the audience to shout the final one
very loudly. Of course they scream ‘GO’ – and when you remove the last card the green spot has gone leaving a hole!

THE INVISIBLE DICE

Five blue-backed cards – the Ace, Three, Four and Six of
Clubs and the Five of Hearts.

SET UP:
Put the cards into a pile which runs, from top to bottom, as
follows:

Face-down Three of Clubs, face-up Ace of
Clubs, face-down Five of Hearts, face-up Four
of Clubs, face-down Six of Clubs, face-up Two
of Clubs
PRESENTATION:
Deal out the cards from the pile from left to right. Explain to
the audience that they are numbered from one to six, three
face up and three face down. Tell them they will see why in a
moment.
Ask a spectator to act as guardian of the prediction. Reach
into your pocket and act the removal of an object. Explain
that this is an invisible dice – your mum won’t let you carry a
real one in case it’s loaded!
‘Give’ the dice to another spectator, one who you feel will be
happy to play along with you. Ask the spectator to roll the
dice on the table but not to throw it too hard or it will end
up on the floor. When this is done ask if he/she is happy with
the number rolled or if it should be rolled again! Finally ask
for the agreed number to be called out to everyone.
Get the first spectator to open the envelope and read out the
prediction. You then prove that the prediction is right in the
following ways:

A simple trick using only six cards
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PRESENTATION:
1. They choose one:
Point to the Two of Clubs at the far
right of the row and tell them that this is number one.
Turn all the cards face down and show that this is the only
red-backed card.
Point to the Two of Clubs. Again
2. They choose two:
turn all the cards face down and show that this is the only
red-backed card.
3. They choose three: Count from left to right and show
that they chose the Five of Hearts. Turn all the cards face up
and it is the only red pipped card.
4. They choose four:
right to left!

As for three – but count from

5. They choose five:
Turn all the cards face up and
show that the Five of Hearts is the only red pipped card.
6. They choose six:
Count from left to right. Turn all
the cards face down and show that the sixth one is the only
red-backed card.

There are two standard tricks called The Crazy Compass and Hi
Sign which you may have come across; this trick works in a similar way. The way you show the time is the way you turn it over.
Let us imagine that you have the red spot directly behind number ‘5’. If ‘7’ is chosen look half-way between ‘5’ and ‘7’ which
is ‘6’. Put your thumb on the ‘6’ and finger opposite it on the
‘12’ – flip it over and it looks as though the red spot is on the
‘7’.
This time let’s imagine the choice is ‘1’; again look half way between ‘1’ and ‘5’ in this case ‘3’, so put your thumb on ‘3’, finger opposite on ‘9’ and flip it over and once again the red spot
is on ‘1’. – Get the idea? Try now with the other numbers.
Make sure you practise, introduce little touches which make
the difference such as pointing to the hour before and
afterwards. If the hour you have picked for the red spot is
selected then you have hit the jackpot, you can flip it over and
give it to them for inspection.

FURTHER IDEAS:

Clock That Hour

The cut out is ideal as a pocket trick but what about making
one for a show? A simple way is to use a blank CD. If you use
round stickers one side numbered 1 to 12 and coloured dots on
the other side it will make a classy looking prop. In some
CD/DVD packs there are clear plastic dummy discs for
protecting the others: one of these would be excellent.

Tony Davies
This is a really simple-to-make trick which
has a very strong effect.

Instead of stickers you could print them out on a computer, In
shops like WH Smiths you can buy punches which make perfect
circles.

THE EFFECT:
You show a clock face: it’s blank - just the numbers, no hands.
The spectator is asked to name their favourite hour of the day.
When you are told this the clock is flipped over you reveal
another clock face on the back and, surprise surprise, the
named hour is a different colour from all the other numbers.

If you have a laminator you can make cardboard versions look
very professional.

ENJOY!

APPARATUS:
Below left you will see two clock
faces; cut them out (or scan them
into your computer so you don’t
ruin your magazine) and stick
them back to back, sandwiching
a piece of card between them to
make the prop sturdy. When you
stick the back on (that’s the one
with the circles) line up the red
blob with your favourite hour. I
usually pick ‘5’ because it is very
popular but you can choose any
hour you like. Now stick the disc
with the red dot to the back of
the clock face. Line up the dot so
it is directly behind the number 5
when you view the real clock face
from the front.
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Megan Knowles-Bacon
Favourite film? Cinderella - I just love the story
(and the ballet)!
Favourite record/CD? I love classical pieces like
‘Für Elise’.
Favourite magicians? I haven’t got one! (I like
different magicians for different things).
What kind of magic do you like best? Stage
magic because it gives me a buzz whenever I
perform it.
What do you enjoy most about ‘Secrets’? I love
it all but I especially love reading about other
people’s experiences.
Magical influences? Quite a lot of children’s
entertainers as I would never have got into magic if
I hadn’t enjoyed watching them so much as a
child!
Non-magical influences? All prima ballerinas have
inspired me in dance.
Megan always enjoyed playing with magic sets but
she had never heard of the YMC until someone
mentioned it at a show she went to see. Since
then magic has played a huge part in Megan’s life
and it even appears in a lot of her school work
too! Megan is a past J’Day Stage Champion.
Age? 15
Current Home? Eltham, London.
Joined the YMC? May 2003.
Hobbies? Magic, dance, drama, arts & crafts,
diving, cricket, athletics.
Favourite magic book? ‘Get Your Act Together’
by James Alburger.
Favourite non magic book? Little Women by
Louisa May Alcott.

Favourite magic store? I prefer to browse the
net rather than stick to one store.
If you had your own TV chat show and could
interview any three people - real or fictitious,
dead or alive - who would they be? David
Berglas (because his magic is amazing), the Sugar
Plum Fairy (my favourite ballet character) and Darcy
Bussell (because she is a wonderful ballerina).
Tips for anyone getting into magic? Start with
simple tricks, always listen to advice and, most
importantly, be yourself doing what you feel
comfortable with. Also, try to perform as much as
possible as this really boosts your confidence.
Some people I would like to thank in magic:
Everyone in the YMC team, the Bexleyheath
Society of Magicians and whoever mentioned the
YMC at the show I watched which led to me
joining!
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reviews
things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense)

ASCENSION

★

Nick Langham

Easy

❚ Reviewed by Matthew Field
Nick Langham has developed a trick which is amazing and easy to do. You ask a spectator to choose
a red or blue deck, then to choose a card as you
deal through them (showing different cards). You
open the other card box and the chosen card
rises out of that deck.
I don’t want to get too cute with “magic ad”
wording, so I’ll say that the spectator apparently has a choice of any card, and it’s not the
same card which rises every time. The spectator choice that looks absolutely fair is something of an illusion, but the special deck is not
rough & smooth, short cards or anything like
that. The rising bit is very clever and the gimmick looks very well made and durable.

One special
with anothe deck of cards
rd
instructions. eck and DVD
p&p. from A £24.99 plus
lak
(www.alaka azam Magic
zam.co.uk)

Value for mo
ney?

9/10

8/10

Amaze your
friends?

Worth the pra
ctice?

9/10

This is a great idea and a powerful trick. While it takes little skill, it will take some rehearsal to get everything down pat – it is not totally self-working – you have to use your
head a bit. The instructions are on a DVD and they make things clear. Well done Nick
Langham.

TALK ABOUT TRICKS
Joshua Jay

❚ Reviewed by Matthew Field

Joshua Jay is the creative young magician who writes the monthly ‘Talk About Tricks’ column in MAGIC
magazine and this 3-disc DVD set contains over 90 items from his column, mostly performed by Josh.
The vast majority of these tricks involve cards, but there are items with coins and other props, and almost all of them are designed for close-up work. There is material for many different levels of expertise.
0

70 plus £1.5
3 DVD set £
p&p from
am.co.uk
www.alakaz

ney?
Value for mo

9/10

9/10

friends?
Amaze your

ctice?
Worth the pra

9/10

The material varies in quality, as you might expect from
tricks submitted to a magazine, but there are certainly items
of interest contained within, including some sleights. Four
tricks are performed but not explained although they can
obviously be found in the pages of the magazine. Josh
performs and explains seventeen tricks with the Overlap
gimmick, a three-on-one Jacks card which was distributed
free in the magazine. John Lovick interviews Josh who
talks about other tricks from his column which he likes.
The advantage of a monster compilation like this is the
ability to see tricks that you read about and appreciate
them anew. There is a wealth of material here, winningly presented by this enthusiastic and talented
magician. Ninety tricks!
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★★
Takes practice

“PROFESSIONAL SECRETS –
A LIFE IN MAGIC”
Geoffrey Durham

❚ Reviewed by Graham Reed

This is a truly superb book – it’s a ‘must-have’ – NOT to be missed!
Geoffrey Durham is a hard-working, very successful, professional magician with hundreds of TV
appearances and thousands of live performances to his credit. Nobody is better qualified to write
a book of magical wisdom than Geoffrey – and it is packed with hints and tips and invaluable
advice – yes, and tricks, too!
The tricks are straight out of Geoffrey’s act –
most of them are known effects, some of them
are classics, but Geoffrey has analysed every
trick and polished the method, and
presentation, to perfection. Follow his detailed
suggestions and you will have powerful magic
which is trouble-free to perform. Readers of
‘Secrets’ will find quite a few of the tricks are
rather complex and difficult to make – and
some require expensive apparatus - but there is still enough magic to satisfy
even the most demanding purchaser. The BIG bonus – it’s all stand-up, cabaret/stage magic
which, these days, is a welcome change from most books which focus on close-up.
But, for this reviewer, the chapters which highlight different aspects of presentation are the
gems of the book. Every performer should read a chapter every night – and inwardly absorb.
These tips are the result of countless thousands of live shows – and Geoffrey provides you with
advice which is pure GOLD.

Hardback book £2
5.00 + £4 p & p
from www.geoffre
yd
ORDERED BEFORE urham.com IF
24TH FEBRUARY
2008

Value for money?

9/10

Amaze your friends
?

Worth the practice?

TRILOGY STREAMLINE
Brian Caswell and Richard Bellars

8/10

8/10

★★
Some practice

❚ Reviewed by Matthew Field
Using three spectators, the magician shows that the cards in a deck are all different and they have different numbers printed on their backs. You ask the first two spectators to guess the cards at two different
numbers and you give the third spectator a more difficult task –
you name a card and he is to guess the number on its back.
+ instruck
c
e
d
d
e
k
Needless to say, all three spectators are correct. I’ve left out a
ic
Gimm
om
fr
9
.9
8
1
£
couple of details which restrict the first two spectator’s choices,
tions.
k
.u
o
.c
m
a
z
but these restrictions are well justified.
a
w.alak

ww

ney?
Value for mo

8/10

7/10

friends?
Amaze your

ctice?
Worth the pra

8/10

This is a one-deck version of the original two-deck Trilogy. The
idea of markings on the backs of cards might remind you of
the “Phil” trick and you’d not be far wrong. There is a bit of
confusion, with all the numbers and card names flying about
during the performance, but some management skills
should overcome this. The question is: could the use of
three spectators be a good thing or does it provide only
clutter and possible confusion? However the illusion
which is at the heart of this trick is an excellent one; it has been explored previously by Trevor
Duffy.
It’s a one-trick deck - but the trick is a mind-blower.
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JESTERS MAGIC
(James Smith)

78 High Street,
Lincoln, LN5 8AA

01522 525353

fer G
f
O
l
a
reat
Speci
V
Bill Goldman alue
5 effects pack
only £15 inc p&p

ALBION MAGIC

8 Florence Grove, Stone Cross,
West Bromwich, B71 3LL 0121 532 4509
Contact: Alex Powell 07831115448
wwww.albionmagiccompany.co.uk

Martin Sanderson
Makers of Fine Quality Hand Crafted Magic...

www.colinrosemimc.co.uk
See Website for Product Information
Special Magic for Young Magicians Club
(Offer Ends 1st March 2006)
Patrick Page’s Magic Paddle...£10.00
Dutch Sandwich...£35.00
Mini Flash Frame...£25.00

Close-up DVDs
4U
Visit our website

www.sanderson-magic.com
or telephone 0845 900 1317
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Tom Biesinger
• Magic is a privilege to have and to use.
• Magic is something that should not be used to make
people feel stupid or look bad.

• Magic is something that must be presented in the
right way.
Back to that word again - ‘presentation’. To create the right
‘atmosphere’ or ‘mood’ we have to look at our selves as magicians and performers. Remember, too, it is about the performer more than the performance. “Your audience have to
like you.” - Simon Lovell (Secrets Magazine, April 2007,
Volume 12 - Issue 2, Pg 8.)

Presentational skills: Respect
Imagine, if you will, a wet fish being dropped out of a low
flying plane. Now imagine that same fish hitting you on the
head. As you would fully understand it would not be a very
welcoming experience for both you and the fish. Now imagine walking into an aquatic shop and seeing the same fish
swimming in a tank. What is the difference between the two
experiences? It was the PRESENTATION.
A presentation is an experience: whether it may be good or
bad it is an experience. In this same way magic is an experience; you can make it pleasant or unpleasant. It is all down
to the presentation. I would also like to add that presenting
magic is different from experiencing magic. By this I mean
that you have a different feeling or emotion when you show
people magic compared to when you watch it.
In actual fact the experience of presenting magic to ‘real’
people is extremely different. You may be thinking that this is
an obvious statement but to the audience it is not.
In reality a magician’s reluctance to share the secrets of our
art is in order to protect the audience from the often simple
workings of a trick; if they had known they would have
been disappointed. The reluctance is there to protect the
magician’s credibility - which has been nurtured and closely
guarded over the centuries, which has also been exposed to
the general public many times either by TV, books and, more
increasingly, the internet. Sometimes this has furthered the
interest of magic for some but has been a put-down for others. Sometimes magic (secrets) have to be shared but it must
only be within the right company of people - other magicians
and the less experienced performers who need to be educated in that way and who promise to keep the secrets safe.
In keeping secrets within a certain boundary, and then allowing in only people with the right mind set, we withstand the
certain exposure of magic.

When you see a professional magician performing he does
not shout at the spectator or make the audience feel lousy or
unwanted; he does his best to make the audience feel at
ease and comfortable to help and watch (remember that the
person you have chosen to help will feel even more uncomfortable than you did when you performed for the first time).
So remember: respect your audience and helpers. And how
do you do that?
Well the key is in how you handle the people you have
chosen to help you. Think of it this way: you are presenting
what the helper can’t present about themselves to the audience, and you wouldn’t want to present all of the stuff that
someone has done badly. Present them in a way that implies
that this is a wonderful person wether they are or not!
“...Yet another task of an entertainer might be to
‘hold inside’ a dream or a deep desire the audience secretly
have within them but has forgotten...”- Kenton Knepper
(Terms of Entertainment, Secrets Magazine, February 2007,
Volume 12 - Issue 1, Pg 8.)
This respect can also be shown to the whole audience
through the way you present yourself. In drama teaching it is
said that the most important person is the audience and as
Simon Lovell has said “it is more about the performer than
the performance.” So which is the most important? Well in
order to fully respect each other the audience and the
magician, or any other performer, must be on the same
terms. So the answer is both, the magician needs an
audience and the audience need a performer so the respect
levels should be equal on both sides. If this is to change at
any point the audience will feel uncomfortable to help and
participate with the magic. I hope that this will be of great
help to you in your performances and become a valuable tool
in social skills. Have a magical time…
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MAGIC
SQUARE

HUNGRY MOUSE
Can you find a path so that the mouse
eats every vegatable and exits without
entering any rooms twice?

Can you distribute
the numbers 1
through 9 in such a
way that when the
central number in
any horizontal,
verticle or diagonal
line of three is
subtracted from the
outer two, the sum
is always the same?
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SUDOKU
SOLUTION
DECEMBER
FUNNY BUNNY

We supply magicians all around the world with thousands of tricks, books and DVDs.

CLONE COIN
This is a super clean ’Special’ coin that can be shown clearly as a regular coin. There are two effects included, but once
you see the ingenuity of the coin, there are many more possibilities. Effect one, is a simple coins across in your hands
effect. You start off by displaying two coins openly, there is obviously nothing else in your hands. You place the two
coins, one at a time, and very cleanly, from your right hand to the left. You now pick the two coins up with your right
hand, and display them. They are then thrown one at a time into your left hand (you can even hear them clinking), and
you grip them, making a fist with both hands. You make a magical gesture, and although your hands never come
anywhere near each other, you can now show that you have one coin in each hand! Effect two, is a coin matrix effect.
Using four coins, which are shown and counted, and two regular playing cards, borrowed if you wish. The coins are
spread out in to a square formation. Two of the coins are now covered by the playig cards. When one is lifted, a coin has
gone, and when the other card is lifted there are now two coins under it. This is repeated, until all the coins are now
under one card! You can now show you have only two cards and four coins! These are available in the 10p coin version
Standard 10p coin plus instructions.....£25.00
as standard, but you can order any coin you require.

Merlins, 15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE
01924 339933 www.merlinswakefield.co.uk email merlins@btconnect.com
We accept cash, cheques and all major credit cards

IT’S ALWAYS MAGIC AT......................MERLINS
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www.markleveridge.co.uk

NEW RELEASES 2008
Full details available from our website

Ultimate Ripped - £15

Animal Antics - £20

The Horizontal
Card Rise - £20

The Walkabout
Colour Coins Routine - £25

Mark Leveridge Magic, 13A Lyndhurst Rd, Exeter EX2 4PA
Tel: 01392 252000 E-mail: magic@markleveridge.co.uk
*Online and Telephone Orders - P&P charged on a weight based scale. Mail Orders
paid by cheque/PO, please add 20% of order value. A credit note will be issued for
overpayments compared to weight based prices of £1.00 or more . CD Lecture Books
and TricKlip CDs ordered on their own sent post free.
We accept Mastercard, Visa, American Express and Maestro

All Change at
Kaymar Magic

Th e K a ym a r M a g ic Com p an y
Q u a li ty A ffor d a bl e Ma g ic
10% Discount to Young Magician
Club Members

The N ew Kay mar Catal ogue
is n o w a v ai la b le O n ly £ 3 - 00

(includes £3-00 discount voucher off future purchases)

Visit our Web site www.kaymarmagic.com
or visit our magic studio at :

The Kaymar Magic Company Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. CV10 7DN
02476 353904
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